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Compared to the synthetic nanomaterials, the ones modified from biology and capable of multimodal imaging
and therapeutic functions have received increasingly interest for tumor theranostics due to their intrinsic
biocompatibility and biodegradability. In this work, we firstly prepared the hematoporphyrin-melanin nano
conjugates (HMNCs) whose hematoporphyrin part was originated from the endogenous hemoglobin and melanin
part was extracted from the cuttlefish ink. In the case of HMNCs, the hematoporphyrin part could be excited by
ultrasound to produce cytotoxic singlet oxygen for sonodynamic therapy (SDT), while the melanin part with
strong near-infrared absorbance possessed rapid and efficient photothermal conversion for photothermal therapy
(PTT). The in vitro cell experiments confirmed the high biocompatibility of HMNCs, and the combined SDT-PTT
achieved much high therapeutical efficacy towards cancer cells in comparison to SDT or PTT alone. Furthermore,
in vivo administration of HMNCs at 40 mg kg− 1 brings no noticeable side effects for mice blood and major
organs, showing their high in vivo biosafety. The HMNCs could accumulate in tumor area after intravenously
injection so that they provided high contrast for tumor photoacoustic and thermal imaging, and thereafter the
tumor growth was highly inhibited through synergistic SDT-PTT in comparison to SDT or PTT alone. Therefore,
the HMNCs modified from biology can be served as multifunctional nanoagents for tumor theranostic, and it
would inspire to develop novel agents modified from biology and then utilize them for biology.

1. Introduction
Malignant tumors with rapid and uncontrolled growth brings a
heavy burden on physical, mental and economic state of patients. To
treat these tumors, apart from the clinically used therapeutical ap
proaches, several emerging treatment modalities have been explored by
taking advantage of the advanced nanotechnology, such as
photosensitizer-based photodynamic therapy [1,2], nutrition-depletioninduced starvation therapy [3,4], nanocarriers-based chemotherapy
[5–7], and sonosensitizer-driven sonodynamic therapy (SDT) [8–11]
et al. Among these therapies, SDT stands out because it utilizes
unharmful ultrasound (US) as the energy source which possesses higher
tissue-penetration depth than photodynamic therapy, so that sono
sensitizers accumulated within tumor can be efficiently in-situ excited to

produce cytotoxic radical oxygen species (ROS) to destroy cancer cells,
while bringing a low side-effect for the normal tissue [9]. Currently, a
number of sonosensitizers have been prepared which can be basically
categorized into inorganic semiconductors (such as TiO2 nanoparticles
[12] and its nanocomposites [13,14]) and organic molecules including
hypocrellins [15], protoporphyrin [16], hematoporphyrin [17–19] and
et al. However, the therapeutical efficacy of tumor SDT is rather limited
by the low oxygen level in solid tumors as well as the short life time
(~200 ns) and diffusion distance (<20 nm) of ROS [2]. Therefore, it is
urgent to improve the therapeutical efficacy of SDT.
It has been reported that the therapeutical efficacy of SDT can be
efficiently enhanced in regard to the improvement of ROS generation or
the synergistic effect of multimodal therapeutical functions. In the term
of ROS (such as singlet oxygen) generation, it can be boosted by
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enriching the oxygen level within solid tumors through delivering
oxygen-carrying bubbles [20,21] and catalyzing the endogenous hy
droperoxide into oxygen [22], or facilitating the fast separation of the
excited electron-hole pairs by constructing nanocomposites [14,23,24].
For example, Au-TiO2 nanosheets were prepared by growing Au nano
crystals on the edge of TiO2 nanosheets and they showed the higher
generation efficiency of ROS compared to pure TiO2 nanosheets,
because the high electroconductivity of Au facilitated the separation of
the electron-hole pairs from the energy band of TiO2 nanosheets upon
the external US irradiation [14]. Besides the boost of ROS generation,
the enhancement of therapeutical efficacy through combing SDT with
the other therapeutical modalities is also highly interesting and efficient.
Through the rational design of nanoagents, the SDT can be combined
with photodynamic therapy (SDT-PDT) [10], chemotherapy (SDTChemo) [25], and photothermal therapy (SDT-PTT), and the resulting
combined therapy are featured with the synergistic effect. In particular,
the SDT-PTT has caught the wide attention and it exhibits higher effi
ciency in killing cancer cells in vitro and in vivo in comparison to the
separate therapy, since the heat can increase the blood flow to enhance
ROS generation and the thermosensitivity of cancer cells [26,27]. The
nanoagents with sonodynamic and near-infrared (NIR) response are the
essence of SDT-PTT, and there are several SDT-PTT nanoagents
including lipid nanoparticles loaded with oxygen and indocyanine green
[21], black TiO2@TiO2− x nanoparticles [23], TiO2-graphene nano
composites [24], and porphyrin-CuS [28]. It is found that the current
SDT-PTT nanoagents are mainly concentrated in non-degradable inor
ganic sonosensitizers which would remain in the biological system for a
very long time and thus causing cytotoxicity concerns, while less
attention is paid to organic sonosensitizers. Thus, taking the biocom
patibility and biodegradability into consideration, developing SDT-PTT
nanoagents with organic component is of highly interest and
importance.
Natural melanin is widely distributed in many organisms such as
human skin/hair, plant seeds and ink sac of cuttlefish, which contains
the active chemical units (such as 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic)
with rich amine groups [29,30]. Natural melanin has been recognized
as an excellent agent for PTT of tumors because of their native
biocompatibility and biodegradability, which could alleviate safety
concerns and default metabolism in biological system [31,32]. Given the
sonosensitization of hematoporphyrin and the photothermal effect of
natural melanin as well as their origin from biology, we firstly prepared
the hematoporphyrin-melanin nanoconjugates (HMNCs) by the reaction
between the carboxyl groups of hematoporphyrin and amine groups of
melanin nanoparticles. These bio-inspired HMNCs were capable of high
biocompatibility, US-triggered SDT and NIR laser-induced PTT. Impor
tantly, the combined SDT-PTT achieved much high therapeutical effi
cacy towards cancer cells in vitro in comparison to SDT or PTT alone.
More importantly, when tumor-bearing mice were intravenously injec
ted with HMNCs, HMNCs could accumulate within tumor area to pro
vide high contrast for tumor photoacoustic (PA) and thermal imaging,
and then tumor growth was highly inhibited through synergistic SDTPTT in comparison to SDT or PTT alone, while no obvious side effects
could be observed. Therefore, the bio-inspired HMNCs can be served as
excellent SDT-PTT nanoagents for tumor theranostics.

isobenzofuran (DPBF), N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS), and 2,2,6,6Tetramethylpiperidine (TEMP) were brought from Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co., Ltd. Cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8), 2′ ,7′ -Dichlorofluorescin
diacetate (DCFH-DA), and haematoxylin&eosin (H&E) were obtained
from Beyotime Biotechnology.
2.2. Preparation of HMNCs
Firstly, EDC (50 mg) and NHS (50 mg) were dissolved into DMSO (5
mL) solution containing hematoporphyrin (20 mg) and PEG-COOH (5
mg), which was stirred for 4 h in the dark. Secondly, the melanin
nanoparticles (50 mg) were introduced into above solution, and the
mixture was stirred for another 12 h. Thirdly, the above mixture was
centrifuged (12000 rpm, 30 min) and the precipitate was washed with
water/ethanol (2 mL/8 mL) for three times. The supernatant was
collected for testing its absorbance at 396 nm to determine the mass of
unreacted hematoporphyrin (munreacted) and reacted hematoporphyrin
(mreacted = 20 mg-munreacted). The mass of hematoporphyrin in HMNCs
was nearly estimated as mreacted/(mmelanin + mreacted) × 100%.
2.3. Characterizations
The samples were studied by using a JEOL2100 transmission elec
tron microscopy (TEM), a UV-3600 UV–vis-NIR absorption spectro
photometer, a FP-6600 fluorescence spectrometer, an JES-FA200
electron spin resonance (ESR). Hydrodynamic size was measured by
using the Zatasizer Nano Z (Malvern).
2.4. Singlet oxygen (1O2) test
Typically, 5 mg DPBF was dissolved into 5 mL PBS solution to form
DPBF solution at 1.0 mg mL− 1. Then 40 µL DPBF solution was added into
HMNCs in PBS (3 mL, 50 μg mL− 1) and exposed to US at 1.75 W cm− 2,
and the sample was named as (DPBF + HMNCs + US). For comparison,
the absorbance changes of (DPBF + US) and (DPBF + Melanin + US)
were also measured under the other identical conditions. The absorption
spectrum was recorded every 2 min by using UV–vis spectrophotometer.
In addition, the ESR signals were collected by introducing TEMP solu
tion (20 µL) into HMNCs or melanin (1 mL, 50 μg mL− 1), and then
irradiated with US (1.75 W cm− 2).
2.5. Photothermal effect
The HMNCs aqueous dispersions (0.1 mL) were added into 0.5 mL
plastic tube at a series of concentrations (0, 12.5, 25, 50, 75, and 100 mg
mL− 1), respectively. Then the plastic tubes containing HMNCs were
exposed to an 808 nm NIR laser with the output power of 1.0 W cm− 2,
and the temperature was captured by a thermal imaging camera.
2.6. Cytotoxicity test
Murine breast cancer 4 T1 cells and human umbilical vein endo
thelial cells (HUVEC) were grown in DMEM medium under the standard
conditions. 4 T1 and HUVEC cells were cultured in 96-well plates (1 ×
104/well), and 12 h latter cell medium was discarded and added with a
new medium containing HMNCs or melanin at a series of concentrations
(0–400 μg mL− 1). After 24 h, these cells were washed with PBS and
tested by using the standard CCK-8 assay.

2. Experiment section
2.1. Chemicals

2.7. Fluorescence of intracellular HMNCs and 1O2 generation

Hematoporphyrin (hematoporphyrin monomethyl ether, HMME),
Calcein-AM, and propidium iodide (PI) were received from Yuanye BioTechnology. Natural melanin nanoparticles were harvested from cut
tlefish ink and washed heavily with water/ethanol solution. The
carboxylated polyethylene glycol (PEG-COOH, Mw = 5000), dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), Indocyanine green (ICG), N-(3-dimethylamino
propyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 1.3-diphenyl

For the fluorescence of intracellular HMNCs, 4 T1 cells were cultured
with HMNCs or melanin at 100 μg mL− 1 for 6 h, and cells were washed
twice and imaged by a digital microscope. For the fluorescence of
intracellular 1O2 generation, 4 T1 cells were incubated with HMNCs at
100 μg mL− 1 for 6 h. Subsequently, cells were cultured with the serum2
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Fig. 1. A scheme illustrating the design of bio-derived HMNCs by conjugating hematoporphyrin and melanin, and their application of imaging-guided synergistic
SDT-PTT of malignant tumors.

free medium with DCFH-DA (100 μL, 20 μM). 2 h latter, cells were
exposed to US (1.75 W cm− 2) for 5 min and imaged.

2.11. Tumor therapies
The tumor-bearing mice were allocated to five groups (n = 5) as
following: (I) Control, (II) HMNCs, (III) HMNCs + US, (IV) HMNCs +
NIR, and (V) HMNCs + US + NIR. Mice in Group (II-V) were intrave
nously injected with HMNCs dispersion (100 μL, 40 mg kg− 1). Subse
quently, the tumor area was respectively exposed to US at 2.5 W cm− 2
for 5 min (Group III and V) and 808 nm laser at 1.0 W cm− 2 for 5 min
(Group IV and V). After treatments, mice body weight and their tumor
volume (length × width2/2) were recorded and calculated every other
day. At the 12th day, mice were sacrificed, and the tumors were
extracted which further cut into tumor slice for staining with H&E assay.

2.8. Cell therapies
For SDT of 4 T1 cells, they were pre-cultured with HMNCs at 100 μg
mL− 1 for 6 h and illuminated by US for 1, 3, 5, and 7 min, respectively.
For PTT of 4 T1 cells, the HMNCs-mediated 4 T1 cells were illuminated
with 808 nm NIR laser for different time (3, 5, 7, and 10 min). The US
and NIR laser intensity were determined to be 1.75 and 1.0 W cm− 2,
respectively. For the combined SDT-PTT, 4 T1 cells were cultured with
HMNCs at 100 μg mL− 1 for 6 h and then simultaneously exposed to US
and laser for 3, 5, and 7 min, respectively. After irradiation of US and/or
NIR laser, the cell viability was evaluated through CCK-8 assay. Mean
while, cells after same treatments were also performed with Calcine
AM/PI assay.

2.12. Statistical analysis
The data were expressed as the mean value ± standard deviation
(SD), and any statistical comparison between two groups was analyzed
using the Student’s two-tailed t test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p <
0.001.

2.9. Blood and histological analysis
Healthy Balb/c mice (n = 3) were intravenously injected with
HMNCs saline dispersion (100 μL, 40 mg kg− 1), and they were sacrificed
at the 30th day. The other three healthy mice were employed (control
group). The blood samples were collected for biochemistry analysis, and
major organs were cut into slices for H&E staining.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. The preparation and characterization of HMNCs
The HMNCs were obtained by conjugating hematoporphyrin and
PEG-COOH with natural melanin nanoparticles, where hematoporphy
rin was used as sonosensitizer for SDT, melanin as a NIR absorber for
PTT, and PEG-COOH as a stabilizer for improving hydrophilicity, as
demonstrated in Fig. 1. On the one hand, hematoporphyrin part is
modified from hemoglobin and it has monomer porphyrins with two
carboxyl groups, which is recognized as an efficient sonosensitizer in
clinical trials for years [33]. On the other hand, the melanin part is
extracted from ink sack of cuttlefish and it is a natural biopolymer that
mainly consists of rich amine groups [29]. The conjugation of hemato
porphyrin and melanin endows HMNCs with the multimodal imaging
ability, US-excited sonodynamic ability and NIR laser-triggered photo
thermal effect, which can serve as efficient theranostic nanoagents to
achieve synergistic SDT-PTT effects on malignant tumors.
The morphology and size of the obtained HMNCs and melanin
nanoparticles were firstly investigated by using TEM. After the

2.10. PA and thermal imaging of tumors
Balb/c mice with 4 T1-tumor (the surface diameter is 0.4–0.5 cm) on
the right back were brought from Shanghai SLAC. For PA imaging,
tumor-bearing mice were pre-scanned by using a photoacoustic scanner
(Endra Nexus 128). Subsequently, the mice were intravenously injected
with HMNCs in saline solution (100 μL, 40 mg kg− 1) and scanned at a
series of post-injection time. For thermal imaging, the mice were
intravenously injected with HMNCs saline dispersion (100 μL, 40 mg
kg− 1) or pure saline (100 μL). At the 6 h post-injection, the tumors were
exposed to 808 nm laser at 1.0 W cm− 2 for 8 min, and the thermal im
ages were recorded.
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Fig. 2. (a) TEM image and size distribution and (b) elemental maps of HMNCs. (c) UV–vis-NIR absorption spectra and (d) fluorescence spectra of HMNCs, melanin
and hematoporphyrin. (e) The hydrodynamic sizes of HMNCs and melanin.

conjugation of hematoporphyrin and PEG-COOH, the HMNCs are pre
pared and they are composed of the well-defined nanospheres with an
average diameter of ~ 115 nm (Fig. 2a), which are same with the
morphology of natural melanin nanoparticles extracted from the ink sac
of cuttlefish (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information), indicating the
conjugation has no apparent influence on the morphology of melanin
nanoparticles. In addition, the elemental map in Fig. 2b shows the strong
signal of C/N/O elements that are uniformly distributed within a
nanoparticle, which confirm HMNCs are made of C/N/O elements.
Subsequently, the optical properties of HMNCs, natural melanin
nanoparticles and hematoporphyrin were studied by using UV–vis-NIR
spectrophotometer and fluorescence spectrometer. Natural melanin in
deionized water is black and it has a broad and strong photoabsorption
ranging from ultraviolet region to NIR region, while hematoporphyrin
exhibits the strong absorption band centered at 396 nm (Fig. 2c).
Compared to the natural melanin or hematoporphyrin, the HMNCs in
deionized water remains black and a strong photoabsorption from 200
to 900 nm, and they show the enhanced absorption intensity in ultra
violet–visible region with a new and broad peak centered at 390 nm. It
should be noted that, compared to pure hematoporphyrin, HMNCs
manifest the peak shift due to the energy transfer between the hema
toporphyrin part and melanin part. The amount of hematoporphyrin in
HMNCs is nearly estimated to be around 13.5% by following the equa
tion mreacted/(mmelanin + mreacted) × 100%, where mreacted and mmelanin
represent the mass of reacted hematoporphyrin and melanin nano
particles, respectively. Moreover, under the excitation of 400 nm, the
HMNCs in deionized water exhibit strong fluorescence with two emis
sion peaks respectively positioned at 616 and 678 nm in comparison to
the non-fluorescence of natural melanin, and their fluorescence intensity
goes down obviously because of energy transfer from the hematopor
phyrin part to the melanin part (Fig. 2d). In addition, the average

hydrodynamic size of HMNCs is determined to be 220 nm, which is
larger than that (190 nm) for melanin nanoparticles (Fig. 2e). It is also
found that the zeta potential changes from + 16.8 mV for melanin to +
2.7 mV for HMNCs. In addition, after storing at ambient condition for
one week, the nanoconjugates without PEGylation in deionized water
exhibited aggregation while no obvious aggregation would be found for
melanin and PEGylated HMNCs (Fig. S2), indicating the high waterstability of PEGylated HMNCs. Together with the above results, we
can confirm that the successful preparation of HMNCs with high water
stability.
3.2. Sonodynamic and photothermal properties
The HMNCs contain hematoporphyrin and melanin, in which the
hematoporphyrin part can be excited by US to transform neighboring O2
into cytotoxic 1O2 and the melanin part can be stimulated by NIR laser to
convert laser energy into heat (Fig. 3a). For the detection of US-triggered
generation of 1O2, the DPBF was added into HMNCs dispersion (50 μg
mL− 1). Under the excitation of US, the intensity of absorption band of
DPBF goes down continuously as increasing the excitation time, indi
cating the generation of 1O2 by HMNCs with US (Fig. 3b). It has been
revealed that 51% of DPBF is oxidized in HMNCs dispersion after 10 min
of irradiation, while no obvious reduction in absorption intensity in pure
DPBF solution or the melanin-mediated DPBF solution (Fig. 3c).
Furthermore, the ESR analysis (Fig. 3d) demonstrates the strong signal
for TEMP solution containing HMNCs after US for 5 min, whereas no
noticeable signal can be observed for TEMP solution of melanin with US.
Therefore, the above results solidly confirm the generation of 1O2 that
can only be achieved by the combination of HMNCs and US exposure.
After demonstrating 1O2 generation capacity, we investigated the
photoabsorption and photothermal effect of HMNCs. The aqueous
4
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Fig. 3. (a) The scheme showing US-triggered 1O2 generation and NIR laser-driven photothermal effect from HMNCs. (b) The absorption of HMNCs-treated DPBF with
US (1.75 W cm− 2). (c) The oxidation performance of DPBF with different conditions. (d) ESR signal of TEMP mediated with HMNCs or melanin upon US. (e) UV–visNIR absorption spectra of HMNCs dispersions at a series of concentrations. (f) Temperature elevation (ΔT) of HMNCs aqueous dispersions after laser irradiation for 5
min. (g) Temperature curve of HMNCs aqueous dispersion responded to 808 nm laser on/off. (h) Linear time data versus -ln(θ) obtained after NIR laser off. (i)
Temperature changes of HMNCs and ICG during three irradiation cycles.

solutions containing HMNCs (12.5–100 μg mL− 1) exhibit the enhanced
photoabsorption intensity, and the absorbance at 808 nm lineally goes
up with the concentration (Fig. 3e and S3). When exposed to an 808 nm
laser at 1.0 W cm− 2, these dispersions can response to laser irradiation
with rapid temperature elevation, while the temperature of deionized
water elevates only 1.6 ◦ C. After 300 s of continuous irradiation, the
temperature elevations (ΔT) of HMNCs aqueous dispersions are deter
mined to be 4.6, 6.9, 11.4, 15.7, and 18.7 ◦ C at 12.5, 25, 50, 75, and 100
μg mL− 1, respectively (Fig. 3f), showing the strong and concentrationrelied photothermal effect of HMNCs.
To further delineate on photothermal effect of HMNCs, we calculated
the photothermal conversion efficiency (η) [34]. The HMNCs aqueous
dispersion with the concentration of 75 μg mL− 1 was continuously
irradiated with an 808 nm laser for 10 min to allow the reach of tem
perature equilibrium. Fig. 3g shows the temperature curve of HMNCs
during laser on/off process, in which the temperature goes up from
28.7 ◦ C to the balanced temperature of 46.4 ◦ C. Fig. 3h manifests the
calculation of the system time constant τs as 168.5 s, other specific pa
rameters are supplied in Table S1. The η is determined to be 40.6%
which is comparable to the reported melanin nanoparticles and dopa
mine nanoparticles [35,36]. In addition, the laser stability of HMNCs
was also investigated by comparing with ICG dye. Upon irradiation, the
maximin temperature for HMNCs dispersion is stabilized at 47 ± 2 ◦ C

during three irradiation cycles with 10 min irradiation of each cycle,
whereas the maximin temperature of ICG solution shows obvious
reduction from 43.7 at the first cycle to 39.1 ◦ C at the third cycle
(Fig. 3i). The rapid and efficient photothermal conversion as well as high
NIR stability enable HMNCs with great potential in PTT application.
3.3. The cytotoxicity and therapies in vitro
Hematoporphyrin is originated from endogenous hemoglobin and
natural melanin is biosynthetic nanoparticles by cuttlefish, and they
have been recognized to be high biocompatible. For HMNCs and
melanin, their cytotoxicity tests were carried out on cell lines of 4 T1 and
HUVEC. After 24 h of incubation, 4 T1 and HUVEC cells remain high
activity with the average viability of more than 85% at 0–600 μg mL− 1,
verifying high biocompatibility of HMNCs and melanin (Fig. 4a). Sub
sequently, the intracellular localization of HMNCs was studied by
incubating cells with HMNCs (100 μg mL− 1), and then imaged under the
excitation of 408 nm. Compared with the melanin-cultured cells in the
absence of red fluorescence, the HMNCs-treated cells demonstrate the
strong red fluorescence in cytoplasm, which confirms the internalization
of HMNCs (Fig. 4b). As the result of internalization, HMNCs can produce
singlet oxygen (1O2) within cells under the irradiation of US, and the
intracellular 1O2 can be detected by using green-emitting DCFH which is
5
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Fig. 4. (a) Cytotoxicity of HMNCs and melanin on 4 T1 and HUVEC cells. (b) Fluorescence images of DAPI-stained 4 T1 cells after the incubation with HMNCs or
melanin. (c) Fluorescence images of DCFH-DA/DAPI co-stained 4 T1 cells after treatments.

Fig. 5. (a) The setup showing SDT or PTT of 4 T1 cells in vitro. (b) Viability of Cells treated with or without HMNCs (100 μg mL− 1) upon US for different time. (c)
Viability of Cells incubated with or without HMNCs and laser for different irradiation time. (d, e) Fluorescence images of the treated 4 T1 cells stained with Calcein
AM/ PI.

cm− 2) was applied to irradiate cells from the down surface with the gel
between US transducer and cell plate. When 4 T1 cells were exposed to
US, there is no obvious difference in cell viability with increasing
exposure time up to 7 min. Once US irradiation is applied for HMNCsmediated cells, the viability significantly goes down and it is deter
mined to 80%, 59%, or 38% for 3, 5, or 7 min of irradiation in com
parison to their parallel group, respectively (Fig. 5b). In the term of PTT
in vitro, 808 nm laser at 1.0 W cm− 2 was employed to illuminate cells

oxidization product of DCFH-DA dye. As shown in fluorescence image
(Fig. 4c), 4 T1 cells incubated with HMNCs and US (1.75 W cm− 2, 5 min)
exhibit bright green fluorescence in comparison to negligible fluores
cence for cells received HMNCs or US alone. Thus, the HMNCs with high
biocompatibility can be internalized into cells and generates 1O2 upon
US irradiation.
Subsequently, the SDT or PTT in vitro were examined separately and
the setup was illustrated in Fig. 5a. For SDT in vitro, the US (1.75 W
6
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Fig. 6. (a) The setup for SDT-PTT. (b) The viability of cells with or without HMNCs exposed to US (1.75 W cm− 2, 5 min) and/or laser (1.0 W cm− 2, 5 min). (c) The
fluorescence images of the treated cells stained with Calcein AM/PI assay.

from top surface. Under the irradiation of NIR laser, 4 T1 cells in the
absence of HMNCs show a slight reduction in viability, indicating NIR
laser alone unable to produce enough heat to kill cancer cells (Fig. 5c).
On the contrary, when 4 T1 cells treated with both HMNCs and NIR
laser, the viability decreases to 75%, 48%, or 15% for irradiation time of
3, 5, or 7 min in contrast to their parallel group, respectively. The

continuous reduction of cell viability indicates that the longer irradia
tion time can convert more heat to confer higher temperature, so as to
thermally ablate more cells. Therefore, we can achieve the variable
therapeutical efficiency towards cancer cells by simply tuning the
treatment time of US or NIR laser.
To visualize the therapeutical efficacy, 4 T1 cells after treatments

Fig. 7. (a) Blood biochemistry, (b) hematology data, and (c) H&E-stained organ slices of healthy mice injected with HMNCs dispersion or saline solution after 30
days. Aspartate aminotransferase (AST), Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), Blood urea nitrogen (BUN), White blood cells (WBC), Red
blood cells (RBC), Mean corpuscular volume (MCV), Mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH), and Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC). (For inter
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
7
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Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of imaging-guided SDT-PTT on 4 T1 tumor-bearing mice. (b) Temporal PA imaging of tumor area at pre- and post-injection of HMNCs. (c) The
thermal image of mice treated with HMNCs or saline solution exposed to laser. (d) Mice weight and (e) tumor growth curves after various treatments. (f) Photograph
of tumors harvested for the sacrificed mice. (g) H&E-stained images of reprehensive tumor slices.

were stained with Calcein AM/PI assay. When cells are treated with
HMNCs or US for 5 min, nearly all of cells manifest green fluorescence
which is same as the fluorescence image of cells in the control group
(without treatment), implying high activity of these cells under the
given condition (Fig. 5d). On the contrary, after incubated with HMNCs
for 4 h and then irradiated with US for 5 min, part of cells is destroyed
and appear with red fluorescence. Similarly, the strong red fluorescence
can be observed only for cells treated with HMNCs and 808 nm laser for
5 min, indicating these cells are thermally ablated by the photothermal
effect, while nearly whole green fluorescence is found for cells in other
groups (Fig. 5e). Thus, it is concluded that, given 5 min of irradiation of
US or NIR laser, neither PTT nor SDT unable to completely kill cancer
cells, showing the limited therapeutical efficacy of the separate therapy.
After investigating SDT and PTT in vitro separately, we carried out
SDT-PTT by simultaneously utilizing 808 nm laser from top surface and
US from down surface under the other identical conditions, as shown in
the scheme in Fig. 6a. The effect of therapy time on cell viability is
examined and the resulting CCK-8 results reveal that, after treated with
both US and laser, the viability of cells without HMNCs also go down

from 90% to 75% as increasing the treatment time from 3 to 7 min
(Fig. 6b). For the HMNCs-incubated cells, the combined therapy of SDTPTT can efficiently destroy 4 T1 cells at the highly significance (versus
control group, P < 0.001) for 5 min. Meanwhile, cells after SDT-PTT for
5 min were co-stained with Calcein-AM and PI staining assay. Appar
ently, red fluorescence overwhelmingly occupies almost all of cells after
receiving HMNCs and SDT-PTT, while cells in other groups mainly
present green fluorescence (Fig. 6c). Therefore, the combined SDT-PTT
can achieve high therapeutical efficacy in comparison to SDT or PTT
alone.
3.4. The biosafety and therapies in vivo
Prior to in vivo experiments, the biosafety in vivo was studied by i.v.
injecting HMNCs saline dispersions (100 μL, 40 mg kg− 1) or saline so
lution (100 μL) into health Balb/c mice, respectively. The behavior of
mice was as usual, and mice were sacrificed for blood and histological
examination at the 30th day. For blood test, there is no notable differ
ence between HMNCs and saline administration regarding blood
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biochemistry and hematology, such as liver function markers (such as
AST) and the number of white/red blood cells (Fig. 7a, b). Furthermore,
the major organs were cut into slice and stained with H&E assay. As
shown in Fig. 7c, the H&E-stained organ slices exhibit the normal his
tological morphology, implying the normal functions of organs. There
fore, the HMNCs at the given concentration have the satisfactory longtime biosecurity.
It has been widely accepted that imaging technologies are highly
important to improve the tumor therapeutic efficacy and minimize side
effects [37]. In order to guide SDT-PTT of tumors (Fig. 8a), we explored
the imaging potential of HMNCs on tumor-bearing mice. It has been
widely reported that NIR-responsive materials can be employed as
contrast agents for PA imaging with high penetration depth and good
spatial resolution [38–40]. Owing to the strong photothermal effect, the
melanin nanoparticles have been proved to be an efficient PA imaging
agent and they exhibit high contrast for tumor tissue with melanin
accumulation [32,41]. To demonstrate the tumor PA imaging capacity,
the HMNCs saline dispersion (100 μL, 40 mg kg− 1) was i.v. adminis
trated and tumor area was scanned by using photoacoustic computed
tomography scanner. Obviously, the tumor area is relatively dark at preinjection, and it becomes more and more bright at post-injection
(Fig. 8b). Correspondingly, the PA signal intensities of tumor area are
determined and the intensity at 6 h post-injection is ~5-time higher than
that at pre-injection (Fig. S4). In addition, the thermal imaging of tumors
was also performed through intravenously injecting HMNCs saline
dispersion (100 μL, 40 mg kg− 1) or saline solution (100 μL) and then
irradiating tumor area with laser (1.0 W cm− 2) at the 6 h post-injection.
During the irradiation, the tumor area of HMNCs-injected mouse be
comes much bright and the temperature of tumor surface increases from
34.6 ◦ C to the balanced temperature of around 45 ◦ C which can induce
mild PTT effect (Fig. S5). In contrast, the temperature of tumor surface
goes up only 2.6 ◦ C for saline-injected mouse. Therefore, it is confirmed
that HMNCs can accumulated within tumor and thus conferring to PA
and thermal imaging of tumors.
Under the guide of tumor imaging, the SDT-PTT was proceeded on 4
T1 tumor-bearing mice at the 6 h post-injection and its therapeutical
efficiency was evaluated by comparing to SDT or PTT alone. The mice
bearing with 4 T1 tumor were allocated to five groups: (I) Control, (II)
HMNCs, (III) HMNCs + US, (IV) HM-PEG + NIR, and (V) HMNCs + US
+ NIR. After different treatments, the weight of mice body and the
volume of tumors were recorded and calculated. It has been found that
there is no loss in body weight for mice in all groups over a period of 13
days (Fig. 8d). The volume profile in Fig. 8e shows the closed growth
rate of tumors between group (I) and group (II), suggesting no notice
able therapeutical ability by only injection of HMNCs. For tumors in
group (III and IV), their growth is obvious inhibited at moderate sig
nificance (versus group (I), p < 0.01) after SDT and high significance
(versus group (I), p < 0.001) after PTT, respectively. For the SDT-PTT,
the growth rate of tumors in group (V) is highly (p < 0.001) inhibited
compared to group (III and IV), verifying high therapeutical effect.
Subsequently, mice were sacrificed, and tumors were extracted. The
photograph of tumors is shown in Fig. 8f, which clearly manifests the
smallest tumor size in group (V) among the other groups. Additionally,
Fig. S6 summarizes the weight of tumors for each group, and the average
tumor weights are determined to be 0.48, 0.47, 0.28, 0.13, 0.06 g for
group (I, II, III, IV, and V), respectively. The tumor inhibitory rate was
calculated by following the equation (1-TWtreatment/TWcontrol) × 100%,
where TWtreatment and TWcontrol stand for the average tumor weight of
treatment groups and control group. Therefore, the tumor inhibitory
rates are respectively determined to be 87.5%, 72.9%, and 41.7% for
SDT-PTT, SDT, and PTT. Furthermore, among the typical images of
H&E-stained tumor slices, tumor cells in group (IV and V) show the
obvious morphology destruction and the condensed nuclei (Fig. 8g).
Therefore, the above results prove that SDT-PTT can achieve the higher
therapeutical effect than PTT or SDT alone.

4. Conclusions
In summary, the bio-inspired HMNCs theranostic agents have been
prepared by conjugating hematoporphyrin with natural melanin nano
particles. The HMNCs exhibited sonodynamic and photothermal effect,
which efficient produced 1O2 under the excitation of US as well as
rapidly converted NIR laser energy into heat with the conversion effi
ciency of 40.6%. The HMNCs had high biocompatibility and were
internalized within cancer cells. When HMNCs were incubated with
cancer cells in vitro and treated with US and/or NIR laser, the combined
SDT-PDT could achieve high therapeutical efficacy in comparison to
SDT or PTT alone. In addition, with the blood and histological safety,
HMNCs were i.v. administrated into mice model and they accumulated
in tumor for high contrast tumor PA and thermal imaging. Furthermore,
compared to the limited therapeutical effect from SDT or PTT alone, the
SDT-PTT can highly inhibit tumor growth rate. Therefore, this work
prepared the bio-inspired HMNCs as biocompatible and efficient
theranostic nanoagents for tumor therapy, and it would inspire to
develop other novel nanoagents modified from biology and then uti
lizing them for biology.
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